
   

   

DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 1 – 10
TH

 FEBRUARY 

The drivers were greeted by a damp morning for the first round of the 2013 InKart Championship.  With the 

packed Cadet and Junior National categories brimming with talent old and new, everything was set for an 

exciting morning of racing.  The International drivers caught the tail end of the weather conditions and showed 

a lot of skill and determination to plough through and finish the day off. 

NATIONAL 

CADET 

HEAT 1 

Things got off to a quick start as Armandas took Jack Deakin up the inside of turn 6 when Jack ran wide. Jack 

then came back at Armandas through turn 10 and powered past him, Harry Ephremsen followed suit and 

chased him over the start/finish line.  Toby Goodman 

was a man on a mission, powering away from the grid 

putting clear track between him and the rest.  Jack 

Deakin ran wide at turn 5 leaving room for Harry to 

squeeze past and gain position.  Jack then tried it on 

at turn 8 but didn't have the line and ended up 

spinning as Harry left him on the back straight.  Toby 

Goodman left them standing and won clearly, 

followed by Harry Ephremsen and then Armandas 

third. 

HEAT 2 

Charly Field made an incredibly fast start moving from the back up to fourth position on the first lap.  He then 

went on to take Kameron through turn 4 and moved into third. Tyler span at turn 10, knocking Robert Taylor 

off, and then span again at turn 11 letting Robert 

come back through.  Lewis held strong the entire way 

through and finished in first, Archie Forber in second 

and Charly Field in third. 

HEAT 3 

Kai Mack span out of his own accord into turn 5, then 

Cameron Burn span at turn 9 and decided to start 

doing donuts in the middle of the track, showing how 

wet and tricky the conditions were.  Tyler Fossey 

broke hard causing Kai Mack to hit the back of him, 

but they managed to continue without spinning.  Kai 



   

   

Mack gained an advantage by contact at turn 4 with front to rear contact, for which the penalty was a lap 

deduction. Soon after, Harrison Pughe also gained an advantage due to contact as he pulled out on to 

oncoming traffic, resulting in the same deduction. Heat 3 finished George Hucknall first, Kameron Mehrban 

second and Luke Richardson third. 

HEAT 4 

Harrison Pughe gained an advantage by contact on the first lap at turn 4 as he came into a group and crashed 

into most of them, causing multiple spins and a pile up.  Jack Deakin was holding strong out front with Charlie 

Toes chasing him down from second position.  The e as ’t too u h a ti ity i  this heat a d it finished Jack 

Deakin first, Charlie Toes second and Oliver Ephremsen third. 

 

HEAT 5 

Charly Field took third place on the inside of turn 4 with a clean overtake.  Harry Ephremsen gained an 

advantage by contact over Charlie Toes at turn 5 causing Charlie to get stuck and require assistance from a 

marshal.  A post race penalty was imposed on Toby Goodman for an ABC on the final lap.  Heat  as ’t a 
particularly clean heat but it finished George 

Hucknall first then Lewis Harmer second and Charly 

Field in third. 

HEAT 6 

Heat  got off to a e y slo  sta t, the e as ’t 
really much happening out there and in general the 

drivers seemed to be pretty much in control of 

their karts.  The first bout of activity hit when Kai 

ade a o e ut did ’t uite hold it and span out, 

causing Toby to join him.  Toby managed to hold 

on after spinning and finished in first, Lewis in 

second and Kameron in third position. 

HEAT 7 

Robert Taylor took second position on the first lap with a near perfect start, from then on him and Jay Hodson 

were switching positions throughout the middle section.  Jay managed to hold it out in front and the two of 

them made some space between the following drivers.  A close heat - it finished Jay Hodson first, Robert 

Taylor in second and Jack Deakin third. 

HEAT 8 

The drivers split up early on in the eighth and final Cadet heat of the day.  The heat was fairly spread out for 

the larger part of the race, with Armandas holding strong out front.  Until the final corner of the last lap when 



   

   

Luke Richardson made his move on the inside and powered past Armandas to just edge first place and the win 

by 0.068 seconds, exciting stuff. 

C FINAL 

Harrison Pughe made a quick start moving from Last to 

second within two laps, along with Tyler Fossey who 

also had a good start moving into third from last place.  

Harrison Pughe spun at turn 6 and lost two places 

dropping down to fifth position.  Oliver Ephremsen 

went from fifth place in the opening section of the 

race, up to second position.  Kai Mack took the win 

and progressed on to the next final, Sammy and Oliver 

took second and third narrowly missing out on a spot. 

B FINAL  

Charlie Toes clipped the right rear corner of Robert Taylor and spun him out, a black flag followed for Charlie.  

Archie Forber and Harry Ephremsen were having a great battle throughout this final trying to move on to the 

Grand Final and win the day, chopping and changing position.  Charly Field spun at turn 10, got stuck and a 

marshal had to pull him out of the tire wall, but luckily did not lose his fourth place position.  Harry took the 

lead and held strong out front and eventually took the win and gave himself a chance to contend in the final, 

Archie followed by Armandas in second and third narrowly missed out. 

A FINAL  

Lewis Harmer started on pole but it didn't last long 

as Toby Goodman powered past on the inside of turn 

1.  Lewis was on his tail for the opening four laps, 

less than a second behind; this looked to be a very 

close finish for the win.  Harry Ephremsen was giving 

chase and moved into second place after starting in 

last place from his previous win in the B final.  He 

then went on to show just how good he is by taking 

Toby Goodman on the inside of turn 10 and moved 

into first place, an absolutely outstanding 

performance from Harry winning the race and Round 

1 with the stand out drive of the day, Toby Goodman 

followed in second place and Jay Hodson finished in third position.  



   

   

 

JUNIOR 

HEAT 1 

The drivers had to contend with a very wet race track for the start of their heats which led to a tight first lap, 

one driver found a rather large puddle and soaked himself.  George Bridson came off at turn 5 after taking too 

much kerb.  At turn 6 Thomas Knapton and Jamaal Ahmed had a clash when Thomas went up the inside of 

Jamaal but he didn't give enough room and 

Jamaal ended up spinning. 

HEAT 2 

The drivers got off to a close start in the second 

heat, with Matthew Diemer moving up the grid on 

the inside of turn 4.  The back four drivers got a 

bit too close and span around turn 4 leaving a big 

gap between themselves and the front runners.  

James Potter took too much kerb on the exit of 

turn 4 and let two drivers pass through.  James 

Whitaker went strong into turn 6 and moved up 

to first.  Zac Outfin was a bit wobbly into turn 11 along with James Potter - Zac made the best comeback and 

took position.  It finished Dean first, Matthew second and James Whitaker third. 

HEAT 3 

Jamaal and Jack Wilson were chopping and changing position at the front on the opening few laps.  Jamaal 

took Jack with a clean move on turn 10 as he crept up the inside.  They were side by side through the home 

straight when Jack powered up the inside on the way to turn 2.  Jamaal then went on to spin at turn 6 and 

almost recovered but not in time to get past the pack, he dropped back to ninth.  It finished Jack first followed 

by George in second and Tom Clarke third. 

HEAT 4 

Dean Thomas, Tom Clarke and George Bridson were 

having a solid battle at the front, regularly changing 

places.  Dean Thomas went down the inside on turn 5 

and took second place.  He then powered into first.  

Jamaal gained an advantage by contact when he 

knocked a driver out at turn 5.  With a very solid 

performance Dean Thomas finished in first, followed 

by George in second and Tom Clarke in third. 

B FINAL  

Jamaal made his move early and had third place by turn 4, he then made it up to first place by taking two more 

drivers at turn 10, he wanted to make it into the A final.  James Potter was 2 seconds behind until he spun and 

dropped back to fourth place.  Zac Outfin then moved up to second and Ben Bointon was in third.  Until Ben 

span out at turn 5 and dropped back to fifth position, then followed up with another spin on his next lap to 

drop into last position.  Jamaal Ahmed took chequered and progressed into the A Final, a valiant effort by Zac 

Outfin and James Potter in second and third. 



   

   

A FINAL 

Dean Thomas had pole position followed by 

George Bridson and James Whitaker as they 

crossed the line to start the race.  Dean broke 

away quickly and put some space between him 

and the rest.  Liam Coleman pushed Jamaal 

Ahmed off going into national and earned a 

black flag for his troubles.  Dean, George and 

James held position for the entire race to this 

point and it looked set to finish as it started.  

Dean had built up an eight second gap and this 

was enough to give him the win with a best lap 

time of 1:11:21, followed in by George Bridson in 

second and James Whitaker in third; 8 and 9 seconds back respectively - an excellent display in tricky 

conditions from these drivers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

   

INTERNATIONAL 

JUNIOR 

HEAT 1 

We kicked off the afternoon with the Junior Pro's taking to a very wet circuit.  Stephen Netting held pole in the 

first heat followed by Dan Bull and Diego Lopez.  Stephen ran wide at turn 1 yielding position and then 

dropping down to second place.  He seemed to be on a downward spiral from there and carried on dropping 

places as he couldn't find any grip. Dan Bull was first after three laps, Owen Pearce in second place only 1.635s 

behind and James Ives in third a little further back.  Tyler Parslow made some good progress moving from last 

place up to seventh.  It finished Dan Bull first, 

Owen Pearce second and James Ives third. 

HEAT 2 

Tor Outfin started at the front followed by James 

Ives and Alex Churchill.  Diego Lopez and Jamil 

Said spun at the exit of turn 4 and both dropped 

halfway down the field.  Alex Churchill span at 

turn 10 dropping away to fifth place, and then 

span again at turn 4 and fell back to last place.  Tor 

took James Ives around turn 7 to move into first 

position with almost identical lap times.  James 

then took first place when Tor spun out at turn 10 dropping him to third place, with Dan Bull sneaking through 

into second.  After a tight race James Ives came in first place, Dan Bull second and Tor Outfin followed in third 

place. 

HEAT 3 

Dan Bull and Tor Outfin got a quick start and gained a place each.  Half the pack span at turn 4 on the opening 

lap.  Owen Pearce took first place on the inside of turn 7 from Tyler Parslow.  Dan Bull made a charge and after 

starting in ninth place found himself going fast in third.  Mathias dropped from fourth to eighth around turn 10 

as he went wide.  Mathias then spun into turn 10 after coming in too hot and Diego had no choice but to knock 

into him with nowhere else to go.  Mathias then spun again in three more turns going into his final lap.  Owen 

Pearce took the chequered flag and the win followed by Dan Bull in second and Tyler Parslow in third. 

FINAL 

Dan Bull started in first place followed by Owen 

Pearce and James Ives.  Owen Pearce began to pull 

away but went into turn 10 and dropped out on the 

exit and spun, resulting in him spinning and 

dropping down to third.  The leading pack were 

changing about for the middle section of their race, 

they all came into a big bunch at turn 10 and 

clashed leaving room for Owen Pearce to drive into 

the lead.  Dan Bull left the rest of them standing 

and powered forwards.  Drivers were dropping like 

flies and spinning all over the show, the rain was 

really coming down and making it incredibly difficult to stay on the track when carrying speed.  It finished Dan 

Bull first, Owen Pearce second and James Ives in third. 



   

   

 

SENIOR 

LIGHT 

HEAT 1 

Matthew Petit, Tom Harbottle and Markus Cox were the opening three drivers in the Senior Lights Heat 1.  

Robert Greenhough moved into third place after taking Mark Cox around turn 6.  Vaughan Roberts moved up 

into seventh from last place within 1 lap.  Harry Law drove into first past Tom Harbottle who remained in 

second and Aaron Kidd third.  This remained the same on the second lap and Vaughan Roberts continued his 

charge up into sixth place moving past Daniel Truman.  Sam Barclay and Matt Cooley were holding strong in 

fourth and fifth place going into their fifth lap.  Daniel went down the inside of turn 2 and gained position over 

Matt Cooley.  Vaughan kept sneaking up the field and found himself in fourth with one lap to go.  Harry Law 

was still out front and finished that way with a best time of 1:35:373, followed by Tom Harbottle in second 

place and Sam Barclay in third. 

 



   

   

HEAT 2 

Vaughan Roberts started first in this heat and after his performance from the back in Heat 1 he should do well.  

Charlie was quick out of the blocks and pushed Vaughan hard until turn 5 where Vaughan ran wide and let 

Charlie and Daniel through.  Vaughan then took Dan back on the inside of turn 10 to move into second.  

Charlie still held strong out front on his fourth lap with Vaughan close behind on his tail.  Tom Harbottle then 

went past Dan to move into third.  Charlie then lost it and hit the tyres at turn 1 dropping right down to last.  

After Charlie span, Vaughan, Dan and Tom made ground and ploughed onwards.  Harry Law took Vaughan 

around turn 4 for third place, only for 

Vaughan to retake around the inside 

of 7.  But then Harry came back at him 

and sped past into turn 9.  Tom was 

still fast out front closely followed by 

Dan and Harry.  It finished this way 

with the top three closing out a strong 

final lap. 

HEAT 3 

Heat 3 got off to a close start as the 

sleet began to fall, this lead to many 

drivers spinning out.  Charlie Fenton 

and Sam Barclay were among the first 

to fall spinning out on their second lap.  Aaron Kidd moved up into first place after starting in third place 

however he ran wide at turn 5 leaving room for Daniel Truman to take first place.  Aaron then went on to spin 

out at turn 7 losing four positions, down to sixth.  Harry Law battled up and took advantage of those spinning 

around him to gain second place.  Daniel Truman just held on to take the win from Harry Law who finished 

second, followed by Tom Harbottle in third position. 

FINAL 

Harry Law held pole position with Tom Harbottle and Daniel Truman close behind.  Matt Cooley made his 

move up to sixth but lost out when Aaron kid came back at him on the third lap.  Chris Anderson and Vaughan 

Roberts were having a really close battle out there since the off, Chris just held fourth place from Vaughan and 

managed to hold him off until this point.  This was until he spun and let Vaughan slip past and Aaron Kidd 

followed suit.  The top of the pack read Harry Law, Tom Harbottle and Daniel Truman.  Chris Anderson spun at 

turn eight of his own accord and lost one place.  Sam Barclay came in far too hot and ended up sideways when 

he tried to take Matthew Petit through turn 10.  Matthew then spun out at turn 5 dropping away.  Sam went 

on to leave the track into the mud backwards on turn 10 letting him back through.  The next victim was Matt 

Cooley who spun at turn 7.  Harry Law took the win, followed by Tom Harbottle in second and Daniel Truman 

in third. 

 

 

  



   

   

HEAVY 

HEAT 1 

With a smaller field in the heavy category it was going to be a tight contest between the drivers.  David 

Boulton started out front with Wayne Robson and Paul Hakin second and third.  The green flag was shown and 

Stuart Shearman burst forward taking two drivers to move into fourth, Gary Mills then got stuck at turn 7 and 

gave position to Stuart.  Stuart then took second on the back straight and then performed a skilfully clean 

move on the inside of turn 11 to take the lead - not bad when starting at the back of the grid.  Wayne was less 

than a second behind Stuart on their third lap, with Luke Plummer third place around 10 seconds back.  David 

Boulton then found himself stuck at turn 10 and dropped into last place.  Stuart was making ground and began 

to put some serious track between him and the rest with one lap to go.  It finished with Stuart Shearman in 

first, Wayne Robson second and Gary Mills in third place. 

HEAT 2 

Luke Plummer dropped from first down to fourth at turn 2 on the opening lap as Stuart Shearman ploughed 

past making his intent of winning very clear to all involved.  Gary Mills and Wayne Robson crept up the grid 

into second and third.  Gary then took Stuart at turn 2 on the next lap and nearly let him through around turn 

10 but just managed to hold Stuart off.  Luke and David were having a battle at the back of the grid when all of 

a sudden David ran out of talent on the downhill section into turn 8 and span out, falling right away from the 

rest.  Gary Mills showed some great skill and began to leave Stuart as he went on to win, Stuart followed in 

second and Wayne Robson third. 

 

HEAT 3 

Gary Mills was victim of an ABC from Stuart Shearman on the opening lap. Stuart went on to take the lead on 

his next lap but received his black flag which would counteract this advantage. Paul Hakin then went on to take 

the lead followed by Wayne Robson in second and Gary Mills in third. The race began to spread out apart from 

the front three who were changing like the weather.  Paul managed to make his move on the inside of turn 10 

as Wayne ran wide and Gary followed him through.  It finished Paul first, Gary second and Wayne third. 

 

 

 

 



   

   

 

 

FINAL 

Gary Mills had pole position, Stuart Shearman in second and Wayne Robson third. Stuart was trying his hardest 

to gain positions through the middle section of the track, he managed to squeeze passed at 4 but lost out 

straight away at turn five, however he did manage to make it stick through turn 6.  Gary Mills regained first 

place going into turn turns 9 and 10 with a clean overtake.  Gary was pulling away and looked to have things 

under control; behind him Stuart and Wayne were having what was arguably the best battle of the day.  They 

were changing position constantly and displaying their skill trying to find a line that would stick; as soon as 

Stuart got past he would run wide and leave it open for Wayne to cruise through.  Once again Stuart found the 

line from turn 5 and overtook on the inside of turn 6, he managed to make it stick and held position to cross 

the line.  Gary Mills put in a very strong performance and took the win, followed by Stuart and Wayne Robson. 

 

 


